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We are delighted to present to you the I volume of BYST Hyderabad E-Zine. This monthly E-Zine is a sincere attempt on our part to better connect you to the mentors and entrepreneurs of Hyderabad and keep you updated about the latest entrepreneurial development of "BHARTIYA YUVA SHAKTI TRUST YOUTH ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM" Hyderabad.

This Monthly E-Zine showcases the events held across Hyderabad region carried out by the BYST team. It’s an attempt from our side to make a healthy environment for business in Hyderabad.

We sincerely thank our LOC Partners, mentors and partner banks for their valuable support that has helped us in our endeavor of creating successful entrepreneurs.

**BYST TEAM, HYDERABAD.**

---

### Revamping Program

Strengthening BYST programs in the Hyderabad region, under the strong leadership of mentors. All the committees, led by the Strategic Committee are revamped every year.

**Revamping Program, May 10th (2019-20)**

- Strategic Chairperson- Dr. Radhika Meenakshi
- SE Chapter Chairman- Mr. Dhanraj Tirumala
- EIG Chairman- Mr. P.Ramakanth Rao
- BESP Chairman- Mr. Pradeep Kulkarni
- NW Chapter Chairman- Mr. Nagaraj Baba
- MAP Chairman- Mr. Vijay Venkatesh
- IESP Chairman- Mr. Guntha Srinivasulu

---

### Hyderabad Office

BHARATIYA YUVA SHAKTI TRUST  
C/o Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)  
House. No. 1-11-252/9, Plot No.7, Regal House, Motilal Nehru Nagar, Begumpet, Hyderabad-500 016
Awareness Generation at Aurora Business School, Ramanthpur
BYST Conducted AGP at Aurora Business School. There were 200 Members who attended the Program on ‘Promoting Youth Entrepreneurship Development’. BYST Officials gave them the orientation on the BYST Program and appealed them to approach BYST for their further business plan. Many students have expressed the interest of availing the BYST support once they complete their course. The college official appreciated the BYST initiative in Hyderabad and thanked them for the program.

Mentor Chapter Meeting
As per the schedule, the North- West Mentor Chapter Meeting was conducted at BYST Office on 28th May 2019. Nagaraj Baba, Chairman of NW Chapter conducted the meeting and discussed the BYST parameters on inducting new mentors and about pending disbursement cases also liaisoning with Non-MOU Banks.

Mentor-Mentee First Meeting
Mentor-Mentee first meeting was conducted at BYST office. BYST supported Entrepreneur and their respective mentors were introduced during this meeting. There were 07 entrepreneurs and their respective mentors had detailed discussion on going activities.

Mentor Advisory Panel (MAP)
MAP meeting was conducted under the Chairmanship of Mr. Vijay Venkatesh on 22nd May 2019 at BYST office. Mentor Sourcing and building strong relations between Mentors & Entrepreneurs were discussed.

Entrepreneur Site Verification & Visit
Stage 2 officer went to site visit and home verification to unit in Gandhi Nagar. The unit is Engineering works where the entrepreneur has prior experience in the same field in managing the unit. After the verification it was decided to be kept in IESP Meeting.

Hi- Flier Visits
To strengthen the relation between old entrepreneur Mrs. Indira Nirmala and BYST Stage 3 officer visited to know about her turnover and employment status.

Poster Outreach
Poster Outreach was done by Stage 1 officer in SBI ATM, Kompally area to aware people about BYST.

Entrepreneur Online Learning (EOL)
BYST conducted EOL Workshop on 15th, 16th & 17th and 30th, 31st May 2019 at MSME Balanagar, Hyderabad. There were 48 potential Entrepreneur participated in this workshop. Expert Trainer Mr. Sudhir Choudhary and BYST Stage 1 & 2 Officer conducted the training for potential aspirants. Workshop focuses on following:
- Marketing
- Finance
- Banking